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MEETINGS 
In this department every effort is made to publish timely 
announcements of future meetings, as well as reports of events 
and papers presented at past meetings. For this we rely on the 
organizers of meetings to send us announcements as early as pos- 
sible, and on colleagues in each country to send us reports of 
local activities in the history of mathematics. Unnecessary 
duplication may be avoided by checking with the editor or the 
nearest member of the International Commission listed on the 
back cover of Historia Mathematics before submitting reports 
to this department. 
FOURTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE INDIAN SOCIETY FOR 
HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS 
By R. C. Gupta 
Birla Institute of Technology, 
P-0. Mesra, Ranchi, India 
The Fourth Annual Conference of the Indian Society for History 
of Mathematics (ISHM) was held at Delhi, December 7-8, 1980, under 
the auspices of the Faculty of Mathematics, University of Delhi. 
In his Welcoming Address, Professor Gurbaksh Singh, Vice- 
Chancellor of Delhi University, pointed out that "Mathematics 
has formed the basis of all development of science and technology, 
and continues to be modern man's most powerful intellectual tool," 
adding that "the History of Mathematics is a mirror of human 
civilization and its importance cannot be overemphasized." He 
announced the creation of a chair in the History of Science/Math- 
ematics at Delhi University. 
The Inaugural Address was delivered by Mr. P. N. Haksar, who 
warned against dogmatism in science, pointing to Galileo as one 
of its victims. 
In his Presidential Address, Professor U. N. Singh, Vice- 
Chancellor of the Allahabad University, described the objectives 
of the ISHM. Since Western scholars have not been able to give 
an adequate account of the history of Indian mathematics, he 
suggested a number of projects (including the composition of a 
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comprehensive history of mathematics in India with a full bibli- 
ography) which should be taken up by the research organizations. 
In the Technical Sessions the following talks were delivered: 
I. W. H. Abdi (University of Cochin): Some Workers of Indian 
Mathematics Who Wrote in Persian. The definition of parallel 
lines from Dastur Albab fi-'ilm al-$isZb (A.D. 1359) and the ten 
unsolved (solvable) problems from the Jama-i-Bahadur Khani (A.D. 
1833) were presented. 
II. R. C. Gupta (Birla Institute of Technology): Indian 
Mathematics Abroad up to the Tenth Century. The introduction of 
Indian numerals, arithmetic, trigonometry, and mathematical as- 
tronomy in China and West Asia was described, as were some trans- 
lations of Indian works, such as, for example, Chinese Po-lo-men 
Suan chiny (Brahman Arithmetic Classic), Chiu Chih li (A-D. 718); 
the Latin Alyorismi de Numero Indorum (from the Arabic version 
of A.D. 820); and KitZb al-F@1 f? al-Hisab al-Hind; (952/53) 
of al-UqlidisF. 
III. S. K. Chatterjee (Delhi): A Standard Calendar for 
India. A Proposal was made for a nirayana, or sidereal year 
calendar, which will have an additional leap year at the interval 
of each 160 years (in addition to the current leap year every 
fourth year). 
IV. s. I. Husain (Aligarh Muslim University). Jayatyuru 
Swami Bharatikrsna Tirthaji. A short biography of Swami Bharati- 
krsna (1904-1960) was followed by the exposition of a few of his 
Vedic sutras with illustrative examples. 
V. B. S. Yadav (University of Delhi): A History of the 
Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. The theorem that differentiation 
and integration are inverse processes was known even before the 
Calculus was formalized by Newton and Leibniz. A wider interpre- 
tation of the theorem was given first by Lebesgue and extended 
even further by Denjoy. 
VI. Jagjit Singh (Delhi) : History of Logic. A survey of 
the contributions from the time of ancient Greece to the 19th 
century was outlined. 
VII. Saradha Srinivasan (Baroda) : Evolution of Weights 
and Measures in Ancient India. The human body has served to 
provide such units of linear measure as a;gula (digit), span, 
cubit, etc. The dimensions of the parts of the local deity or 
local chief provided the standard. The rati (seed of Abrus 
precatorius) has been used as a weight since the 2nd century 
B.C. or before. 
VIII. D. K. Sinha (Jadavpur University). History of Mathe- 
matics and Its Educational Aspects. The proliferation of histor- 
ical studies makes it necessary to emphasize the interdisciplinary 
character of the history of mathematics. The speaker claimed 
that this has often been neglected. 
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The following papers were presented at the Conference: 
1. S. B. Roy (Institute of Chronology, Delhi): Mathematical 
Significance of Two Vedic Mantras. The proper interpretation 
shows that Vedic seers had arithmetic with decimal notation (with 
place value) and knew a year of 371 tithisor 365.19 days ($q-veda 
3.9.9). 
2. Parmeshwar Jha (B.S.S. College, Supaul): Historical 
Background of Mathematics and Astronomy in Mithila. The speaker 
described some aspects of the works of YZjiia-valkya (ca. lOOO- 
600 B.C.), VZcaspati Misra (A.D. 841), DZka or GhZgha (10th cen- 
tury), HalEiyudha (10th century), BallZla (ca. 1168), Car;ldeSvara 
(12th century), Bhavesa (13th century), and others. 
3. M. M. Banerjee (A.C. College, Jalpaiguri): History of 
Different Phases of Early Mathematical Notations. A few topics 
from the history of fundamental arithmetical operative symbols 
were presented. 
4. S. P. Yadav (A.H.H. School, Bhowanipur, Calcutta) and 
D. K. Sinha (Jadavpur University): Pedagogical Implications of 
Teaching of Ancient Mathematics up to the 10th Century A.D. 
[read by Yadavl. 
5. P. K. Majumdar (Naihati, 24 Parganas): A Critical Study 
of the Drawbacks of the Development of Modern Pure Mathematics 
in India. After the 14th century A-D., political chaos and 
foreign invasions checked the progress of Indian mathematical 
thought. The dawn of modern mathematics in India began only 
toward the end of the 19th century, and at this time India still 
lags behind the West. 
6. Viswapriya Mukherjee (Indian Institute of Technology, 
Kharagpur): Introduction of the History and Philosophy of Math- 
ematics into University Level Education--a Suggested Approach. 
The history and philosophy of mathematics should not be taught 
as a separate curricular subject, but instead it should be in- 
corporated into mathematics textbooks. 
7. Ramatosh Sarkar (Birla Planetarium, Calcutta): On the 
Bakhshali Manuscript. The speaker described the discovery (in 
1881) of the Bakhshali Manuscript, its physical aspects, and 
outline of the mathematics in it. 
8. Bhola Ishwar (University of Bihar, Muzaffarpur): Develop 
ment of Indian Astronomy at the Time of Aryabhaca I. Scientific 
Hindu astronomy was created by Aryabhata I (born A.D. 476), who 
courageously expressed views contradicting the generally accepted 
theories of his time. 
9. T. R. Prabhakar (University of Delhi): Historical Devel- 
opment of Fractional Calculus. The case n = %, for o"f(x), was 
first discussed by Leibniz in 1695. Various extensions, up to 
recent times, were also described. 
10. R. Kailasam (K.G.S. Arts College, Arulnandi Nagar): 
The History of Celestial Mechanics. The presentation consisted 
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of a broad survey from the beginnings of celestial mechanics in 
India, China, and Babylonia to the time of Einstein. Some still 
unsolved problems of galaxies and cosmology were also mentioned. 
11. J. P. Sharma (Lukhdhirji Engineering College, Morbi): 
Hindu Values of TI. Discussion of approximations of 71 as given 
by Archimedes, Ptoiemy, Aryabhata I, Brahmagupta, and Bhzskara II 
(1150). 
12. Hukum Singh (M.L.K. College, Balrampur): History of 
Differential Geometry on Finsler Spaces. The speaker gave a 
short account of recent developments. 
13. A. K. Chakravarty (M.R.C. College, Mahishadal): The 
Dark Period. During the period from 300 B.C. to A.D. 300, called 
the Dark Period of Indian history, the concept of an era for 
measuring chronology was introduced. 
14. P. Biswas (P.W.D. College, Jalpaiguri): History of 
the Development of Non-linear Analysis of Elastic Plates. A 
brief survey, from the introduction of thermoelasticity by 
Duhamel in 1935, was given. 
15. D. V. Koranne (S-B. Science College, Aurangabad): On 
the Treatment of the Existence of Quadratic Equations and Their 
Solutions in Hindu Mathematics Literature. Ancient scholars were 
able to find the positive roots of quadratic equations, but they 
did not consider the nature of the coefficients. 
16. Anupam Jain (Meerut University): Some Unknown Jain 
Literature in Mathematics [in Hindi]. The speaker described 
some works still lying unstudied in libraries and others which 
are known only by quotations and reference. 
17. Afzal Ahmad (Hyderabad): On Vedic Square-Circle 
Conversion. This method is based on the principle of best ap- 
proximations (by unit fractions) or of better higher and lower 
approximations. 
18. T. K. Banerjee: Growth of Mathematics. Some anecdotes 
from early arithmetic and algebra were related. 
19. K. R. Rajagopalan (Madras Christian College, Madras): 
Indian Mathematics in the Southern Region up to the 10th Century 
A.D. The Tamilians had a systematized method of calculating and 
depicting fractional parts, and their method of denoting numbers 
is an improvement of the Roman method. The Karanataka region 
produced the Gar$tasZra-Saxigraha [in Sanskrit]. 
20. R. S. La1 (University of Allahabad) : The Contribution 
of MahZv&zca%ya in the Devlopment of the Theory of Series. 
Some elementary series from MahZvIra's Ga@tasZ-a-Saigraha (A-D. 
850) were described. 
Summaries of most of the talks and papers were distributed; 
Also available were summaries of some papers whose authors were 
absent. 
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Other highlights of the Conference were a group photograph; 
an exhibition of books and other items on the history of mathe- 
matics; a film on the history of mathematics; the release of 
Ganita BhZ-ati Vol. 2, Nos. l-2, March-June 1980 (this is the 
third issue of the Society's Bulletin edited by R. C. Gupta; 
see HM 7, 197); and the publication of a Souvenir of the Confer- 
ence, which included: (i) "Important Indian Mathematicians and 
Astronomers before 1000 A.D." by R. C. Gupta (4 pp.), (ii) "Re- 
ports on the History of Mathematics in Mathematics Teaching" by 
R. C. Gupta (3 pp.), (iii) "Teaching of the History of Mathe- 
matics in Indian Universities" by A. K. Bag (5 pp.), and (iv) 
"The Harappan Quadrant" by S. B. Roy (4 pp.). 
The annual general meeting of the Council of the Society was 
held concurrently with the Conference. 
The Proceedings of the Conference will be edited by Dr. R. 
C. Gupta and published. 
The next conference is expected to be held at Jadavpur Uni- 
versity. Additional information may be obtained by writing to 
Dr. R. C. Gupta, Reseach Centre for History of Science, Birla 
Institute of Technology, P.O. Mesra, Ranchi, India. 
EPISTEMOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS OF THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE SCIENCES IN THE EARLY 19TH CENTURY* 
By Steven Turner 
University of New Brunswick, 
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada 
The latest international assault upon the conundrum of the 
historical sociology of knowledge took place at the University of 
Bielefeld November 27 through 30, 1979. The University's Institut 
fiir Didaktik der Mathematik organized and hosted the conference on 
"Epistemological and Social Problems of the Development of the 
Sciences in the Early 19th Century" and secured for it the ex- 
cellent facilities of Bielefeld's Zentrum fiir interdisziplinare 
Forschung. Over seventy scholars representing the field of his- 
tory and philosophy of science and mathematics, sociology of 
science, and science policy attended the conference, coming from 
Canada, Israel, Mexico, USA, and the USSR as well as European 
countries. Some twenty-one papers were read or summarized over 
seven half-day sessions, and thirteen more made available for 
discussion; all were circulated in advance. 
*Reprinted, with permission, from PAREX Information, Volume 5, 
Spring 1980. 
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